Recently, novel Coulomb drag mechanisms in capacitively coupled double quantum dots were uncovered by the T-matrix based master equation (TME). The TME is so far the primary approach to studying Coulomb drag in the weak-coupling regime; however, its accuracy and reliability remain unexplored. Here, we evaluate the performance of the TME for Coulomb drag via a comparison with numerically exact results obtained by the hierarchical equation-of-motion approach. We find that the TME can capture qualitative current evolutions versus dot levels, temperature, and effective coupling strengths, but only partially succeeds at the quantitative level. Specifically, the TME gives highly inaccurate drag currents when large charge fluctuations on dots exist and the fourth-order tunneling processes make a leading-order contribution. This failure of the TME is attributed to the combined effect of the unique drag mechanisms and its overlook of the fourth-order single-electron tunnelings. We identify the reliable regions to facilitate further quantitative studies on Coulomb drag by the TME.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon that a current in one driven conductor induces a current or voltage in a nearby undriven conductor via Coulomb interactions is dubbed Coulomb drag [1] . Since the early 1990s, Coulomb drag has been widely observed in low-dimensional semiconductor structures such as parallel electron-gas layers [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , quantum wires [7] [8] [9] , quantum point contacts [10] , and quantum dots [11] [12] [13] . Recent progress in material fabrication has fueled the interest in Coulomb drag in diverse graphene-based devices [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and topological materials [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Generally, a drag current is induced by Coulomb-mediated momentum and/or energy transfer between the carriers in the drive and drag systems. Nonetheless, the investigation of the fundamental details influencing the drag current is still in progress [27] [28] [29] .
Recently, the Coulomb drag in a capacitively coupled double quantum dot comprising two stacked graphene nanoribbons was experimentally studied [30] . The drag current was measurable in the forbidden region predicted by sequential-tunneling-only drag [31] , which triggered a renewed effort to explore the drag mechanism underneath. By exploiting the T-matrix based master equation (TME) approach [32] involving the fourth-order tunneling processes, it was established that cotunneling-assisted and cotunneling-only drag mechanisms are crucial for understanding the drag behavior [33] [34] [35] . Cotunneling processes were fully respected in subsequent studies on thermoelectrical Coulomb drag [36] [37] [38] [39] . These advances were * caozhan@baqis.ac.cn † luohg@lzu.edu.cn achieved in the weak-coupling regime where the TME was believed to be reliable. Due to the high efficiency and convenience, the TME has become the primary approach to studying Coulomb drag in quantum dot systems, but without an explicit check of its accuracy and reliability. Considerable quantitative inconsistency between the output power of a Coulomb drag based thermal engine obtained by the TME and the noncrossing approximation was implied recently [37] . Moreover, the prior application of the TME to the single-impurity Anderson model with a magnetic field demonstrated that the TME basically works well only in the deep Coulomb blockade regime [40] . The reason is that the TME overlooks some fourth-order tunneling processes that are negligible inside the deep Coulomb blockade regime but relevant in other regimes [40, 41] . Given the unique Coulomb drag mechanisms and the deficiency of the TME, a detailed examination of whether and to what extent the TME can provide a quantitatively reliable drag current in quantum dot systems is required.
In this work, we evaluate the performance of the TME for Coulomb drag in capacitively coupled double quantum dots in the weak-coupling regime. To this end, we compare the results obtained by the TME and the numerically exact hierarchical equation of motion (HEOM) [42] [43] [44] , the latter is applicable to transport through quantum dots with Coulomb interactions. We find that the TME can capture qualitative current evolutions versus dot levels, temperature, and effective coupling strengths. However, at the quantitative level, the TME has quite different performances in the regions dominated by different drag mechanisms. The TME succeeds in obtaining a quantitatively satisfying drag current in most cases. However, it generally fails in a wide region dominated by arXiv:2001.07751v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 21 Jan 2020 cotunneling-assisted drag and in a narrow region dominated by sequential-tunneling-only drag. In both situations, large charge fluctuations on dots exist, and the fourth-order tunneling processes make a leading-order contribution to the drag current. Such a failure of the TME is attributed to the fact that the fourth-order single-electron tunnelings (SETs) possessing an intermediate charge fluctuation on dots are completely overlooked. This deficiency of the TME is not serious for conventional transport directly driven by a voltage or temperature bias, as the fourth-order SETs are either suppressed or make a next-to-leading order correction to the current. By contrast, due to the unique Coulomb drag mechanisms, the fourth-order SETs may make a leading-order contribution to the drag current comparable to the other fourth-order tunnelings captured by the TME, resulting in a highly inaccurate drag current.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We present the model Hamiltonian and necessary details of the TME and HEOM approaches in Sec. II. Numerical results and discussion are presented in Sec. III. Finally, we give a summary and outlook in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL AND APPROACHES

A. Model
The capacitively coupled double quantum dots in experiments [30, 34] are depicted in Fig. 1 and can be mod-eled by H = H DQD + αm H αm + H T , with [31, 33, 34] 
where d † m (c † kαm ) creates an electron with energy ε m (ε kαm ) on the dot (lead) in the top (m = t) or bottom (m = b) circuit. H DQD describes a double quantum dot with an interdot Coulomb interaction U = e 2 /2C arising from the effective capacitance C between the dots. H αm with αm = {Lt, Lb, Rt, Rb} models the noninteracting metallic lead with the chemical potential µ αm . As indicated in Fig. 1 , we treat the top (bottom) circuit as the drag (drive) circuit by setting µ Lt = µ Rt = µ Lb = 0 and µ Rb = 0. H T describes tunnel couplings between each dot and its nearest left (α = L) and right (α = R) leads with t kαm being the tunneling matrix element. The hybridization between dot m and lead αm is defined as Γ αm (ω) ≡ 2π k |t kαm | 2 δ(ω − ε kαm ), which depends on both the single-particle dispersion of the lead electron and the property of the tunnel barrier.
As previous studies [31, 33, 34] pointed out, to engineer a drag current, apart from a Coulomb U , energydependent hybridizations satisfying Γ Lt (ω) = kΓ Rt (ω), with k being a constant, are essential in the drag circuit. Without loss of generality, in this work we adopt Lorentzian hybridization
with ∆ αm being the effective coupling strength between dot m and lead αm, and W αm being the width of the conduction band of lead αm. In numerical calculations, we adopt W Lt = 0.1 meV to simulate a strongly energy dependent hybridization Γ Lt (ω), while W Rt = W Lb = W Rb = 4 meV to simulate constant hybridizations for the other leads. Moreover, we set ∆ Lt = ∆ Rt = ∆ Lb = ∆ Rb ≡ ∆ for simplicity.
B. The TME approach
The TME approach is routinely used for transport through interacting quantum dots involving Coulomb interactions [45] [46] [47] [48] , electron-phonon couplings [49] [50] [51] , spin exchange interactions [52] [53] [54] , and so on. We summarize the three steps of studying capacitively coupled double quantum dots using the TME.
Step 1: Setting up the master equation. The relevant quantum states are |m = |0 , |t , |b , |2 with respective energies E m = 0, ε t , ε b , ε t +ε b +U , representing the empty state, singly occupied state on the top dot, singly occupied state on the bottom dot, and doubly occupied state, respectively. Formally, the master equation describing the time evolution of the probability P m of the nonequilibrium occupation of state |m is
with the normalization condition m P m = 1. The first (second) summation gives the rate at which the state |m decays (increases), with γ m→n being the transition rate from state |m to |n induced by electron tunneling. For time-independent systems, one focuses on the steadystate transport where dPm(t) dt = 0. Henceforth, Eq. (5) can be written in the form W P = 0, with W being a 4 × 4 matrix and P = {P 0 , P t , P b , P 2 } T .
Step 2: Calculating the transition rate γ m→n . With the weak-coupling assumption that Γ αm is smaller than the other energy scales, the transition rates γ m→n can be obtained by the generalized Fermi's golden rule [32] ,
with |f n = |f ⊗ |n and |mi = |m ⊗ |i . |i (|f ) denotes the initial (final) lead state with energy E leads,i(f ) . E initial = E m + E leads,i and E final = E n + E leads,f are the initial and final state energies of the entire system, respectively. The probability ρ i of lead state |i is given by the equilibrium grand-canonical Gibbs distribution.
The T -matrix in Eq. (6) obeys the recursive relation
where H 0 = H DQD + αm H αm and η is a positive infinitesimal. By truncating the T -matrix up to second order in H T , the W matrix mentioned in step 1 becomes
The notation γ ∝ t 2 kαm ( γ ∝ t 4 kαm ) denotes the transition rate of the second-order (fourth-order) tunneling process, in which one (two) electron(s) is sequentially (coherently) transferred between the dots and leads. The superscripts indicate the associated electron tunnelings. Concretely, γ Rt→Dt 0→t describes that an electron in lead Rt tunnels into the top dot, resulting in the transition from state |0 to |t , as illustrated in Fig. 2 Step 3: Calculating the charge currents. Once the probabilities P m are obtained by solving the master equation, the charge current flowing out of lead αm is
with the second-order and fourth-order tunneling contributions
whereᾱ (m) denotes the opposite index of α (m). We define the drag and drive currents as I drag = I Lt and I drive = I Lb , respectively. The average dot occupancies can be obtained as N t = P t + P 2 and N b = P b + P 2 . The pioneering work [31] addressing the Coulomb drag in double quantum dots by the TME considered only the second-order (sequential) tunneling processes, i.e., setting all γ = 0. We refer to this operation as S-TME hereafter. Recent works [33, 34] have uncovered the significance of the fourth-order tunneling processes in understanding the experiments, as we mentioned in Sec. I.
C. The HEOM approach
We briefly outline in this section the HEOM formalism [42] [43] [44] , which was developed for treating quantum open systems consisting of a system (quantum dots here), reservoirs (metallic leads here), and system-reservoir couplings (dot-lead couplings here). In the quantum dissipation theory, the quantity of primary interest is the reduced system density matrix ρ(t) ≡ tr res [ρ total (t)], with tr res the trace over all reservoir degrees of freedom, which can be obtained through
with the Liouville-space propagator
Here, S[ψ] is the classical action functional of the system and F[ψ, ψ ] accounts for the influence of the reservoirs on the properties of the system. The latter has a rather complicated form and is referred to in Ref. 42 . However, we mention that the system-reservoir coupling enters F[ψ, ψ ] exclusively through the reservoir correlation function C σ αmn (t, τ ), with α being the reservoir index, m and n being the system states, and σ = ±. For our model,
where Γ αm (ω) is defined in Eq. (4) and f σ α (ω) = 1/[1 + e σ( ω−µα)/k B Tα ] is the Fermi distribution for an electron (σ = +) or hole (σ = −).
The central step towards establishing a closed HEOM is the decomposition ofC σ αm (t) into a exponential series. Formally, by using the contour integral with the Cauchy residue theorem, Eq. (17) can be recast as
where {γ σ αmq } are related to the poles of Γ αm (ω) and f σ α (ω). In practical calculations, we take a truncation of Eq. (18) and retain the Q leading terms. For the Padé decomposition of f σ α (ω) the Q value is determined by a sufficiently small discrepancy between the approximated Fermi distribution and the exact one at a certain temperature. Starting with Eq. (14) and the decomposition of C σ αm (t), the formally exact HEOM without any approximations can be derived aṡ
where ρ (0) (t) = ρ(t) and {ρ (l) j1···j l (t); l = 1, · · · , L} are the auxiliary density matrices, which are fermionic (bonsonic) operators for l being odd (even) integers, with L being the truncated tier level. We note that the hierarchy is self-contained at L = 2 for noninteracting systems, while for systems involving Coulomb interactions the solution to the HEOM must go through systematic tests to confirm its convergence versus L. In practice, a relatively low L (≈ 4) is usually sufficient to yield quantitatively converged results. The multicomponent index j ≡ (σαmq). The superoperators L, Aj ≡ Aσ m , and C j ≡ C σ αmq are defined via their actions on a fermionic/bosonic
After solving the HEOM, the charge current from lead α to dot m can be obtained with
where ρ † αm = (ρ − αm ) † is the first-tier auxiliary density operator. The current conservation is respected within the numerical precision.
The numerical implementation of the HEOM formalism, usually termed HEOM, can capture the combined effects of system-reservoir dissipation, many-body interactions, and non-Markovian memory in a nonperturbative manner. The HEOM approach is applicable to both static and dynamic properties of diverse quantum impurity systems [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . Moreover, it has also been combined with the density-functional theory to study the correlated electronic structure of adsorbed magnetic molecules [66] [67] [68] .
The accuracy of the HEOM approach for the singleimpurity Anderson model has been explicitly demonstrated. Specifically, the HEOM achieves the same level of accuracy as the full density-matrix numerical renormalization group for the local density of states [44] . In addition, the steady-state current obtained with the HEOM reproduces the ones calculated by the real-time quantum Monte Carlo, time-dependent density-matrix renormalization group, functional renormalization group, and iterative summation of real-time path integral approaches [69] . In our previous works [44, 60, [63] [64] [65] , we employed the HEOM to study the intricate nonequilibrium Kondo effects in both single and double quantum dots. The extension of our HEOM method to solving the present Coulomb drag problem is straightforward. Therefore, we shall take the converged results obtained with the HEOM as the benchmark to evaluate the performance of the TME.
D. TME versus HEOM
We make some remarks on the TME and HEOM approaches. (i) As the dot-lead tunnel couplings are treated as the perturbative terms, the TME is commonly believed to be reliable if the coupling strengths are smaller than the other energy scales. (ii) As pointed out in Refs. 40 and 41, the TME is not a systematic perturbation theory. Specifically, the TME includes only the fourth-order tunneling processes with transition rates expressed in the form of a squared matrix element [see Eq. (6)], rather than all the generic fourth-order tunnelings. (iii) The fourth-order tunneling processes captured by the TME transfer two electrons between the dots and leads, as illustrated in Figs. 2(b)-2(d) . However, in fact, there also exist fourth-order tunneling processes which merely transfer one electron, while a second electron undergoes a virtual transition with charge fluctuations [40] , which we refer to as fourth-order SETs. These processes have no explicit illustrations like Fig. 2 and are completely overlooked by the TME [40] . As we will show in Sec. III, it is the overlooked fourth-order SETs that are responsible for the failure of the TME. (iv) Unlike the TME, the HEOM is a nonperturbative numerical approach which can deal with interacting quantum dot systems to a desired precision without restriction of the relevant energy scales. The main disadvantage of the HEOM approach lies in the increasing computational cost as the temperature decreases and/or the reservoir number increases.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we compare the results obtained by the S-TME, TME, and HEOM approaches in the weak dot-lead coupling regime. The performance of the TME is quantified in terms of relative deviation of current |I TME − I HEOM |/|I HEOM |. In all calculations below, the parameters are chosen within the ranges measured in Coulomb drag experiments [30, 34] . To simplify the analysis, we first consider in Sec. III A the large-U limit where the doubly occupied state is excluded. Afterwards, the finite-U cases are discussed in Sec. III B. The small-U case (U < ∆) is not studied as the TME is invalid in this regime.
A. Large U limit
We start with U = 4 meV, much larger than the other relevant energy scales, to exclude the doubly occupied state. This is possible in a graphene based double quantum dot device where U is about 10 meV [30] . In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we compare the drag currents obtained by different approaches as a function of the dot levels ε b and ε t , respectively. Clearly, qualitative current evolutions are well captured by the TME; however, quantitative agreements are only partially achieved. Particularly, considerable relative deviations of the drag current are observed, e.g., 65% for ε b = 0.1 meV in Fig. 3(a) and 45% for ε t = 0.05 meV in Fig. 3(b) , which are much larger than those of the drive current exhibited in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). Such a failure of the TME for Coulomb drag at the quantitative level has not been realized previously.
The above drag currents are dominated by different drag mechanisms, depending on the dot-level configuration. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a) , for ε t below the Fermi level and ε b inside the bias window, two sequential tunneling processes are assisted by an intermediate nonlocal cotunneling process to drag an electron from lead Rt to Lt. By contrast, in Fig. 4(b) , for ε b outside the bias window, sequential tunnelings are energetically prohibited; however, two successive nonlocal cotunneling processes can combine to drag an electron across the top dot. These two mechanisms are known as cotunneling-assisted and cotunneling-only Coulomb drag [33] , respectively. Likewise, electrons can also be dragged from lead Lt to Rt simultaneously. A directional I drag is generated if the drag currents in the two directions have different amplitudes, which is realized under asymmetric and energydependent hybridizations in the drag circuit. In Fig. 3 outside the bias window, sequential tunnelings are energetically prohibited; however, two successive nonlocal cotunneling processes can combine to drag an electron. Note that CTA can also work for εt above the Fermi level.
indicated and separated by vertical dashed lines.
We explain the failure of the TME as follows. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , the drag currents obtained by the S-TME are pinned at zero, consistent with previous works [33, 34] in which only sequential tunneling does not manage to induce a drag current without the doubly occupied state. The underlying physics will be clear in the next section. The comparisons between the drag currents obtained by the S-TME and TME indicate that the fourthorder tunneling processes make a leading-order correction to the drag current. As remarked in Sec. II D, the TME can capture only part of the fourth-order tunneling processes. This necessarily leads to a striking inaccuracy if the overlooked fourth-order tunneling processes make a leading-order contribution to the drag current comparable to the other fourth-order tunnelings captured by the TME. As shown in both the left and right columns in Fig. 3 , the TME fails in the regions between the two vertical dashed lines where cotunneling-assisted drag dominates. The associated average dot occupancies shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) largely depart from 0 and 1, indicating significant charge fluctuations on dots. In view of this, we attribute the failure of the TME to the fact that the fourth-order SETs possessing an intermediate charge fluctuation of the initial or final states are completely overlooked by the TME [40] . In the regions where the TME works well, the charge fluctuations on dots are weak, rendering a quantitatively satisfying drag current even though the fourth-order SETs are overlooked.
Different from the drag currents, the drive currents obtained by the S-TME are nonzero, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) . This is because the temperatureinduced charge fluctuation on the drag dot diminishes the Coulomb blockade on the drive dot, such that a drive cur- Fig. 3(c) where cotunnelingassisted drag dominates. The relative deviations of current Λ = |I TME −I HEOM |/|I HEOM | are shown in (c) and (g), which further confirm the failure of the TME in obtaining a quantitatively satisfying drag current. rent can be induced by the bias voltage. The comparisons between the drive currents obtained with the S-TME and TME indicate that the fourth-order tunneling processes give only a next-to-leading-order correction to the drive current. As a result, for any dot-level configuration the drive current obtained by the TME is far more accurate than the drag current.
We proceed to confirm the failure of the TME in the cotunneling-assisted-drag-dominated region. In Fig. 5 , we present the effects of temperature and effective coupling strength on the currents, average dot occupancies, and the relative deviations at the dot-level configuration marked by the green star in Fig. 3(e) . As clearly shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(g), the relative deviations of the drag current are rather remarkable and much larger than that of the drive current. We note that these results are ob-tained in the weak-coupling regime where ∆ < k B T . The average dot occupancies in Figs. 5(d) and 5(h) depart more from 0 and 1 with the increase of temperature or effective coupling strength, indicating enhanced charge fluctuations on dots.
In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), both the drag and drive currents exhibit a nonmonotonic temperature dependence but for different reasons. As the temperature increases, thermal energy facilitates the cotunneling process, [see, e.g., the middle of Fig. 4(a) ] since the electron in the top dot can transit to the lead states below the Fermi level, resulting in an increased drag current with enhanced charge fluctuations [ Fig. 5(d) ]. Upon further increasing the temperature, unoccupied lead states with energy ε t are available; therefore, sequential tunnelings eventually take over such that electrons shuttle forward and back across the top dot but yield vanishingly small net current. Notice that, although the absolute deviation between the drag currents obtained by the TME and HEOM is reduced with the increase of temperature [ Fig. 5(a) ], the associated relative deviation remains large with a slow decay [black triangles in Fig. 5(c) ]. As for the nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the drive current, on the one hand, the increased thermal energy enhances the charge fluctuation on the drag dot to diminish the Coulomb blockade on the drive circuit, which leads to an increased drive current. On the other hand, at higher temperatures, the broadened Fermi distributions reduce the occupied (unoccupied) states below (above) the Fermi level of the source (drain) lead, leading to a suppressed drive current.
In Figs. 5(e) and 5(f), as the effective coupling strength is enhanced, the drag and drive currents increase monotonically since the electron tunnelings between dots and leads become much easier. Meanwhile, the deviation between the currents obtained by the TME and HEOM increases because the TME basically works better for a weaker effective coupling strength. We note again that the HEOM is a numerically exact nonperturbative approach requiring no restriction on the relevant energy scales.
B. Finite-U cases
Now we turn to the finite-U cases where the doubly occupied state is permitted such that another drag mechanism can be activated. As illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , four successive sequential tunneling processes are combined to drag an electron from lead Rt to Lt. This sequentialtunneling-only drag was captured by the S-TME approach [31] . It is straightforward from the illustration that this mechanism works in the region (ignoring the thermal broadening of the Fermi distributions)
In the large-U limit, this drag mechanism is highly suppressed because of the absence of the doubly occupied state required in step 3. This explains the universal zero drag currents obtained by the S-TME in Sec. III A. In Fig. 6(b) , sequential-tunneling-only drag dominates Fig. 6 , the TME fails not only in the CTA-dragdominated region but also in the STO-drag-dominated region. The parameters are the same as those in Fig. 6 except that U = 0.1 meV and εt = −0.04 meV.
when 0 < ε b < 0.1 meV [see Eq. (22) ]. The associated net drag current results from the offset between the drag currents in the two directions, and the profile is proportional to [31] 
where f t (ε) is the Fermi distribution of the top leads. As indicated on the top of Fig. 6(b) , cotunneling-only and cotunneling-assisted drag dominate for −0.2 meV< ε b < 0 and ε b > 0.3 meV, respectively. As shown in the inset of Fig. 6 (b) and more clearly in Fig. 6(d) , the TME fails in the cotunneling-assisted-drag-dominated region with considerable relative deviation of the drag current, in line with the large-U limit discussed in the preceding section.
In the sequential-tunneling-only-drag-dominated region, the drag current is typically one order of magnitude larger than those in the other regions. Meanwhile, the relative deviation between the drag currents obtained by the S-TME and TME is small, implying that the fourthorder tunneling processes give only a next-to-leadingorder correction to the drag current. Consequently, even though the TME overlooks the fourth-order SET processes, the resulting drag current almost reproduces the one obtained by the HEOM, as shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(d). However, considerable relative deviations of the drag current show up in the cotunneling-assisted-dragdominated region, as we mentioned above. When ε b is inside the bias window, cotunneling-assisted drag also dominates when ε t < ε t + U < 0 or 0 < ε t < ε t + U , in which case the relative deviation of the drag current would be large if the charge fluctuations on dots are striking. We note that the relative deviation of the drive current is small for the whole range of ε b , as shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), due to the fact that the fourth-order SETs always make a next-to-lading-order correction to the drive current.
Notably, a large relative deviation of drag current may also occur when sequential-tunneling-only drag is dominant, as shown in Fig. 7(a) . For ε t near −U/2, the net drag current obtained by the S-TME is small but nonzero, which is qualitatively consistent with Eq. (23) by noting that the hybridizations Γ Lt (ε) and Γ Rt (ε) are symmetric about the Fermi level of the top circuit. In this case, the deviations between the drag currents obtained by the S-TME and TME are rather prominent, indicating the non-negligible role of the fourth-order tunneling processes. Moreover, as implied by Fig. 6(a) , the successive electron tunneling into and out of the dots would cause large charge fluctuations on dots. As a result, the overlook of the fourth-order SETs possessing charge fluctuations on dots is responsible for the failure of the TME in the sequential-tunneling-only-drag-dominated region in Fig. 7(a) . As shown in Fig. 7(b) , the relative deviations between the drive currents obtained by the TME and HEOM approaches are negligible, as explained before.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, with the help of the numerically exact HEOM approach, we have evaluated the performance of the TME for Coulomb drag in capacitively coupled double quantum dots in the weak-coupling regime. It was demonstrated that the TME can capture qualitative current evolutions versus various tunable parameters but only partially succeeds at the quantitative level. Specifically, the TME generally gives a highly inaccurate drag current when large charge fluctuations on dots exist and the fourth-order tunneling processes make a leading-order contribution. This failure of the TME is attributed to its intrinsic deficiency of overlooking the fourth-order SETs possessing intermediate charge fluctuations on dots. Our work suggests that further quantitative studies on Coulomb drag by the TME should be wary of the unreliable regions, which can be identified by comparing the currents and average dot occupations obtained with the S-TME and TME approaches. Actually, obtaining an accurate drag current is crucial for both theoretical and practical interests, such as harvesting a large drag current with the drive voltage being as small as possible. This is promising through designing the cir-cuits in the cotunneling-assisted-drag-dominated region; however, the TME is incompetent for this assignment because of its partial failure in this region.
We note that attempts to use the nonequilibrium Green's function formalism under random phase approximation [70, 71] , noncrossing approximation [37] , and single-bubble approximation [72, 73] have been made to analyze the Coulomb drag in quantum dots. These approximations can reach some parameter regimes beyond the TME under proper conditions. By contrast, the numerical HEOM approach we employed is capable of exploring Coulomb drag in the whole parameter space, especially the strongly correlated orbital Kondo regime [74] [75] [76] , in a unified manner. Furthermore, the flexible HEOM approach facilitates studying the influence of additional realistic and tunable ingredients, such as multiple dot levels, interdot Coulomb interaction, alternating voltage, and microwave field, on the Coulomb drag in quantum dot systems.
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We would like to thank D. Sánchez Appendix A: Transition rates in the TME approach For clarity, we present the detailed expressions of the transition rates shown in Sec. II B. Straightforwardly, by substituting Eqs. (3) and (7) into Eq. (6) with different initial and final quantum dot states, one can obtain the associated transition rates. To be precise, the transition rates of the sequential tunneling processes are 
for the inelastic cotunneling processes,
γ →αm,βm
for the pair tunneling processes, and 
B αm,βn (r, s 1 , s 2 ) = dε π Γ αm (ε) Γ βn (ε + r) Re 1 (ε − s 1 + iη)(ε − s 2 − iη) ×f αm (ε)f βn (ε + r) , s 1 = s 2 .
(A13)
The next step is to calculate A αm,βn (r, s) and B αm,βn (r, s 1 , s 2 ) using a few tricks. First, we transform Eqs. (A12) and (A13) to where Ψ + (z) denotes the first derivative of Ψ + (z 
(A20)
